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When calling the Chihsingtan Security Inspection Checkpoint, one

needs to understand the local characteristics:  the tourists and

the residents.

Located in the Chishingtan community, the Chishingtan Security

Checkpoint is much of a member of the community for being in close

vicinity to the community residents.  Moreover, situated along the

Chihsingtan scenic path, where the lake draws a large crowd of visitors,

the Chihsingtan security checkpoint is often gathered by hordes of

visitors, and some of them tend to come up and seek help thinking we

are a police precinct or a tourism service center.  Despite our efforts to

explain to them that we are different from the two, we nevertheless are
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glad to help out the visitors with their problems.

Often taught to the men, the image of the Coast Guard relies on

everybody's efforts in instilling and maintaining it, particularly in lodg-

ing in case reports and responding to sudden incidents that are perfect

times to showcase the unit's efficiency and capability.  I often imagine a

host of situations, and teach the men how to respond to them; such as

visitors engaging in a brawl, fire that breaks out in the Chishingtan area,

car accidents and the like.

Nevertheless, planning alone never seems to catch up with the

time, for sudden incidents always go beyond one's imagination, and

the case reports phoned in are often beyond anticipation.  Thanks to the

Coast Guard men's diligent service spirits, and mutual support, many

problems are solved as smoothly as possible.

Besides the tourists, our interaction with the residents of

Chihsingtan also runs deep.

For the close vicinity to the adjacent civilian housings, we often

help each other sweeping the environment, maintain the environmen-

tal sanitation; at the onset of visitors brawl, or illegal gravel quarrying

and such, the residents often voluntarily tip off the information and
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A snapshot of Coast Guard person-
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help us respond to the situation swiftly.  In addition, with a close asso-

ciation with the Jiafong fixed fishing site, where the fishermen set out to

retrieve and net fishery catch at a fixed schedule, we occasionally ex-

change a few words on the ins and outs of the sea during our security

inspection duties in a move to bridge the community ties.  The fisher-

men also advise us on how best to maintain the environment of

Chihsingtan, and the importance of campaigning with the tourists of

not polluting the natural ecosystem with manmade garbage.

In duty maintenance, we stick to our duties, yet what our eyes

don't see, we rely on the residents to provide us with information and

assistance.  To maintain this tie, it definitely takes some fine interaction,

letting the public know of our capabilities, or else not only would the

missions be impossible to carry out but even the rudimentary good com-

munity relation could turn sour.

At a time when head bureau chief Mr. Her has presented the "Com-

munity law enforcement" concept, it is highly anticipate that the check-

point interacts closed with the local residents, government agencies and

organizations. Our presence at the Chihsingtan scenic area and the

Chihsingtan community, where we interact closely with the visitors and

local residents, do compel us to ponder how best to excel our mutual

collaboration and exchange tie.  Rather than thinking passively on how

best to improve duty efficiency, more advance thinking could get us to

excel the Coast Guard's image, and accelerate the goal of serving the

people and caring for the people.

(The author is currently with Chi Hsing Tan security inspection

checkpoint)


